ABSTRACT

As the title suggests, this paper is about the analysis of hermeneutic faith in song lyrics of Anyway by Martina McBride and Journey by Corinne May. The purpose of this writing is to find out the faith that contain in the song lyrics as the basis of the song lyrics was written. The song lyrics were analyzed by using Wilhelm Dilthey religious hermeneutic through four structure of faith: horizontal structure, circular structure, diagonal structure and mediating structure. Through the analysis, the readers are expected to understand the implication of faith through the example, which is Christian religion and it explained more detail by the four structure of faith. Moreover, the readers can accept faith as the foundation of life to surrender to god and believe on Him that everything that happened in this life is the best thing because in God's hand there is nothing is impossible. The method used in analyzing this poem is by collecting data from books as the main sources, internet, and other articles. From the analyses, it can be concluded that there are something behind the song lyrics that the song writer wanted to say, it is not just an explanation of faith but moreover to the implication of faith itself which are experienced by the song writer itself with their ups and downs and how faith has brought them into a higher level of life which is the total surrender of everything to god only as the humans creator.
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